
Math 5705 Undergraduate enumerative ombinatorisFall 2002, Vi ReinerMidterm exam 3- Due Friday November 15, in lassInstrutions: This is an open book, open library, open notes, take-home exam, but you are not allowed to ollaborate. The instrutor isthe only human soure you are allowed to onsult.1. (16 points total; 4 points eah) Chapter 3, Supplementary problem2(a),(),(d),(e) on page 72.2. (16 points) Chapter 3, Supplementary problem 3 on page 73.3. (16 points) Chapter 3, Supplementary problem 8 on page 73.4. (16 points) Chapter 4, Supplementary problem 1 on page 100.5. (16 points) Chapter 4, Supplementary problem 14 on page 102.6. This problem is about Stirling numbers of the 1st kind, and is relatedto #147-149 in the text and also to Chapter 3 Supplementary Problem10. So feel free to look at those for ideas and hints.Reall that the Stirling number of the 2nd kind S(k; n) is the numberof partitions of [k℄ into n bloks. We showed (Problem # 145) that theyare the hange-of-basis oeÆients in the vetor spae of polynomialsin x of degree at most k, writing the basis f1; x; x2; : : : ; xkg in terms ofthe basis f1; x1; x2 : : : ; xkg:xk = kXn=0 S(k; n)xn;where we further reall thatxn := x(x� 1)(x� 2) � � � (x� n+ 1)xn := x(x + 1)(x + 2) � � � (x+ n� 1):Now de�ne the Stirling number of the 1st kind s(k; n), and also thesignless Stirling number of the 1st kind (k; n) as these hange-of-basis1



2oeÆients: xk = kXn=0 s(k; n)xnxk = kXn=0 (k; n)xn(a)(5 points) Compute s(4; k) and (4; k) for k = 1; 2; 3; 4, and givesimple expliit formulas for s(k; k); (k; k); s(k; 1); (k; 1).(b)(5 points) Explain why (k; n) is always non-negative, and writedown the simple formula relating s(k; n) to (k; n). (For this reason,when proving fats about s(k; n) or (k; n), one has a hoie aboutwhih one to use, and one or the other may be more onvenient).()(5 points) This is essentially Problem #147. Find a reurrene thatexpresses s(k; n) in terms s(k � 1; n) and s(k � 1; n� 1).(d) (5 points) A permutation of [k℄ is a bijetion � : [k℄! [k℄. We willuse the following notation:� = � 1 2 � � � n�(1) �(2) � � � �(k)� :Any permutation deomposes uniquely into yles. For example,� = �1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 93 2 9 6 4 5 1 8 7�deomposes into 4 yles 1! 3! 9! 7! 14! 6! 5! 42! 28! 8Show that (k; n) is the number of permutations of [k℄ having exatlyn yles.(e) (No points; just an \Extra for experts", not required for the exam)Explain why for any m, the two matries(S(k; n))n;k=0;1;:::;m; (s(k; n))n;k=0;1;:::;mare inverse to eah other.


